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Baloo S
nightstand
height 57cm
depth 35cm
width 62cm

Baloo M
low rack
height 95cm
depth 135cm
width 34cm

Baloo L
high rack
height 185cm
depth 95cm
width 35cm
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The beginning of the Baloo collection 
dates back almost two years, when 
Agata Witczak designed a unique shelf 
dedicated to the display of Nodi's 
ceramic workshop.
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Originally, it was intended to serve merely as a decorative 
element for Nodi Studio's window display. Encouraged by the enthusiasm 

of many design lovers and customers themselves, 
Ania, the owner of the studio, decided to incorporate 

the piece of furniture into her assortment, thereby enriching the product family. 
The designed furniture pieces reference the flagship colors and style of the brand.
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The Baloo collection has been expanded 
to include models of a bedside table and a larger shelf, 

creating a comprehensive set of three pieces of furniture. 
Our goal was to bring elements of playfulness 

and boldness into everyday life. This is manifested 
not only through the form of the furniture 

but also through their color palette.
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Baloo S
nightstand

height 57cm
depth 35cm
width 62cm

All furniture is made of high gloss lacquered MDF board. Available in 6 
colors. We also fulfill orders in custom colors

left version

right version
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left version

right version

Baloo M
low rack

height 95cm
depth 135cm
width 34cm

All furniture is made of high gloss lacquered MDF board. Available in 6 
colors. We also fulfill orders in custom colors
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left version
right version

Baloo L
high rack

height 185cm
depth 95cm
width 35cm

All furniture is made of high gloss lacquered MDF board. Available in 6 
colors. We also fulfill orders in custom colors
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The Venus Lamp is a unique artisanal product, crafted with passion and precision in Poland using porcelain. 
The user decides on the number and arrangement of disks, as well as their colors, shaping not only the 
appearance but also the final price of this exceptional lamp. The light source can be dimmed thanks to the 
porcelain dome (E) or have a functional character with a glass sphere (F). The finish of the largest disk (D) is 

always matte

4cm 19cm

5cm
23,5cm 31cm15cm

ø 10cm 1,5cm7,5cm 3cm11cm

In addition to the basic color palette, 
we can also fulfill individual orders 
(please contact us)

nodi.ceramics@gmail.com 
+48 663 934 786  

proposals for disc arragements:

fixed elements: variable elements:

A B C DFE lub

basic colors:
Light source: E14 bulb

(for dome F, no wider than 35mm)

Dome material: porcelain, glass

Ceiling cap material: porcelain

Frame material: metal

Country of production: Poland
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VENUS LAMP
Suggestions for disk arrangements with dome E:
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NESO LAMP
The base of the Neso standing lamp consists of three porcelain disks, whose colors are chosen 

by the user. This allows it to be perfectly tailored to any interior. The glass dome, from which light 
emanates, always has a glossy finish, while the porcelain disks can have either matte or glossy 
finishes. It is possible to use a color-changing light bulb, which during the day transforms Neso into 

a mini sculpture, and in the evening, it creates a unique atmosphere.

ø 17,5cm

25cm

In addition to the basic color palette, 
we can also fulfill individual orders 
(please contact us)

nodi.ceramics@gmail.com 
+48 663 934 786  

basic colors:

Light source: E14 bulb

(not wider than 35mm)

Dome material: porcelain, glass

Country of production: Poland
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VENUS LAMP
Suggestions for arranging disks with dome F:
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The porcelain Donut object is perfect as a unique wall decoration or, when placed flat, as a whimsical tray. 
Each piece is handmade from porcelain, so it's not a perfect circle.

ø 31cm

ø 30cm

In addition to the basic color palette, 
we can also fulfill individual orders 
(please contact us)

nodi.ceramics@gmail.com 
+48 663 934 786 

basic colors:

Materiał: porcelain

Country of production: Poland
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www.nodistudio.com

nodi.ceramics@gmail.com

@nodi.studio @witka.studio

+48 663 934 786

showroom ul. Wspólna 27a, Warsaw


